Appendix: Expanded Menu Map

NOTE: All screens are samples only. Actual screens depend on the current active functions. Blue Arrows (►) indicate submenus.

---

Status Screens
Press the button to go to the SENSOR STATUS screen.

Pump Status Screen

Sensor Status Screen

---

ASUS OPTIONS

STATUS U100

Last Alarm: 24APR 11:30 LoBat
Active Ins: 1.050U
Last Bolus N 3.800U
9:07 24 MAR
Basal 1: 0.15u/H
Reservoir Started: 23APR, 12:44
Units left: 144.0u
Time left: > 24 hours
BG Reminder in 2:04h
Meter: On
Battery: Normal
Auto Off: 12HR
Fri 25 APR 2008
S/n# 123456
Paradigm 523
VER XXX.X

---

RESERVOIR + SET MENU

FILL TUBING

FILL CANULA

HISTORY

---

BASEL MENU

SET/EDIT TEMP BASAL

CANCEL TEMP BASAL

SELECT PATTERNS

BASEL REVIEW

BASAL SETUP

Set/Edit Basal

Set Basal Rate 1

Max Basal Rate

Patterns

On

Temp Basal Type

Insulin Rate

Percent of Basal

---

CAPTURE EVENT MENU

ENTER BG

INSULIN MARKER

MEAL MARKER

EXERCISE MARKER

OTHER HISTORY

BG UNITS

CARB UNITS

---

SENSOR MENU

CALIBRATE

» Enter BG

ALERT SILENCE

Off

Hi Alerts

Lo Alerts

Hi and Lo Alerts

All Sensor Alerts

LINK TO SENSOR

New Sensor

Reconnect Old Sensor

Find Lost Sensor

Turn Off Sensor

Transmit ID

EDIT SETTINGS

Sensor

Glucose Alerts

Glucose Limits

Hi Repeat

Lo Repeat

Predict Alert

Rate Alerts

Cal Repeat

Cal Reminder

BG Units

Transmit ID

Weak Signal

Graph Timeout

Sensor Demo

CALIBRATION HISTORY

SENSOR ALERT HISTORY

REVIEW SETTINGS

TURN OFF SENSOR

---

SUSPEND MENU

PRESS AC TO STOP

---

BOULUS MENU

SET BOULUS

USE BOULUS WIZARD

MANUAL BOULUS

» Set Bolus

BOULUS HISTORY

BOULUS SETUP

» Bolus Wizard Setup

» Edit Settings

» Wizard

» Carb Units

» Carb Ratios

» BG Units

» Sensitivity

» BG Target

» Active Ins Time

» Review Settings

» Max Bolus

» Max Bolus Setup

» Scroll Rate

» Scroll Rate Setup

» Dual/Square Bolus

» Off

» On

» Easy Bolus

» Off

» On/Set

» BG Reminder

» Off

» On

» Missed Bolus Reminder

» Off

» On/Set

---

BOULUS HISTORY

BOULUS SETUP

BOULUS MENU

SUSPEND MENU

MAIN MENU

BOULUS HISTORY

BOULUS SETUP

BOULUS MENU

SUSPEND MENU

MAIN MENU

* Displays only when the sensor is communicating with the pump.
* Displays only when the patterns feature is on.
* Displays only after a rewind.
* Displays only when you hold and press act.
* Displays only when the patterns feature is on.
* Displays only after the patient settings have been saved.
* Displays only when the bolus wizard® feature is off.
* Displays only when the bolus wizard® feature is on.
* Displays only when the bolus wizard® feature is off.
* Displays only when the bolus wizard® feature is on.
* Displays only when the bolus wizard® feature is on.
* Displays only when the bolus wizard® feature is on.